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ABSTRACT 

Three-way concept lattice proposed recently is an extension of classical concept lattice in formal concept 

analysis. This paper presents a positive answer to the open problem proposed by Liu et al., (2016). The 

open problem is: how to extract rule in the decision formal context based on object-induced three-way 

concept lattice. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Formal concept analysis (FCA), which proposed by Ganter and Wille, (1999) contains two key problems: 

one is to find formal concept and another is to construct concept lattice. Three-way concept analysis 

(3WCA) combined FCA with three-way decision (3WD) and proposed by Qi et al., (2014). Three-way 

concept is also determined by extension and intension. The difference is the extension (intension) of 

three-way concept contains two parts. The two parts in 3WCA present the meaning of ‘jointly possessed’ 

and ‘jointly not possessed’. Recently, many scholars have made some results on 3WCA, such as the 

algorithm of constructing three-way concept lattice and the attribute reduction of three-way concept 

lattice. In order to handle uncertainty and ambiguity of knowledge, the current research is mainly focus on 

the 3WCA under the incomplete or fuzzy formal context. 

Liu et al., (2016) provided an open problem that how to extract rule in decision formal context based on 

object-induced three-way concept lattice. This paper will give a positive answer for this open problem.  

The construction of this paper is as follows. At first, we concisely review the theoretical knowledge of 

FCA and 3WCA. Then, we will discuss the relationship between object-induced three-way concept 

lattices. The notions of the positive-rule and negative-rule and double-rule based on object-induced three-

way concept lattice are introduced. Furthermore, we give the idea of extracting double-rule from object-

induced three-way concept lattice and the effectiveness of this idea is illustrated by an example. 

Preliminaries 

This section will recall some preliminaries works for FCA and 3WCA. For more detail, FCA is referred to 

Ganter and Wille, (1999) and 3WCA is seen (Qi et al., 2014). 

Definition 1 (1) (Ganter and Wille, 1999) Let         be formal context. For     and    , the 

positive operators,*:  and *: , are defined by                   
and                  . 

(2) (Qi et al., 2014) Let         be formal context. For     and    , the negative operators,* : 

 and * : , are defined by  *
                 and 

 *
                . Here,           .  

The concept lattice determined by (*, *) is denoted by         . The concept lattice determined by (* ,*

) is denoted by          . 

(3) (Qi et al., 2014) Let         be formal context. For     and      , the object-induced three-

way operators,  and  are defined by 

        *  ,                         *       * . 
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The object-induced three-way concept (OE-concept) is a pair           with  and 

. The set of all OE-concept is denoted by           .  

Definition 2 (1) (Zhang et al., 2005) Let           and          be concept lattice. If for any 

, there exists  such that . Then          is finer than 

         and denoted by                  . 

(2) (Wei et al., 2008) Let  be decision formal context where M is conditional attribute 

set and N is decision attribute set. If                  , then  is consistent. 

Algorithm  

The following mainly describes the idea of rule extraction based on object-induced three-way concept 

lattice in the decision formal context. At first, the partial order between object-induced three-way concept 

lattices is introduced. 

Definition 3 (1) Let            and            be object-induced three-way concept lattice. For any 

                    , there exists                      such that X=Y, then OEL(G, M, I) is 

finer than OEL(G, N, J) and denoted by                      . 

(2) Let  be decision formal context. If                      , then 

 is consistent based on object-induced three-way concept lattice.  

Next, the difference and relationship between the two kinds of consistency are discussed as follows. 

Theorem 1: Let  be decision formal context. If                      , 

then                  .  

Proof: For any               , we can get        *               according to the definition of 

OE-concept. 

Since                       , there exists OE-concept        *              . Therefore, 

               . Based on Definition 2(1), we can obtain                  . 

We will give an example to show the incorrect of the converse of Theorem 1. 

Example 1 

The decision formal context  with             and conditional attribute set 

             and decision attribute set            is shown as Table 1. Given space limitations, we 

omit the representations of  and . 

 

Table 1: A Decision Formal Context  

 a b c d g h k 

1        

2        

3        

4        

 

Here,  . But the conclusion   does not hold. For 

                        , there is no OE-concept in             , whose extension is equal to 

{1,2,3}. Hence, the decision formal context  is not consistent based on object-

induced three-way concept lattice. 

Compared with the general sense of consistency, the above discuss shows that decision formal context 

based on object-induce three-way concept lattice is more consistent. 

In what follows, we present the definitions of positive-rule and negative-rule and double-rule. 

Definition 4: (1) Let              be consistent based on object-induced three-way concept lattice. For 
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 and , the positive-rule  such that . Analogously, for 

 and , the negative-rule  such that . 

(2) Let      and       be positive-rule (negative-rule). If       and      , then,        

can be derived from      .        is called redundant positive-rule (negative-rule). 

The positive-rule (negative-rule)  express that all objects that do (not) possess attribute set A must 

(not) possess attribute set B. 

Definition 5: (1) Let               be consistent based on object-induced three-way concept lattice. For 

                     and                     , if     and       and      , then, 
            is called double-rule.  

(2) Let                 and                 be double-rule. If                 and 

               , then                 can be derived from                .         
        is called redundant double-rule. 

Double-rule             express that all objects which possess attribute set A and do not possess any 

attribute of B must possess attribute set C and do not possess any attribute of D. 

For the convenience of the following discussion, we note the set of non-redundant set of positive-rule 

(negative-rule) for ( ). Note the set of non-redundant set of double-rule for .  

The relationship between these rules is as follows. 

Theorem 2: Let               be consistent based on object-induced three-way concept lattice.       

      is a double-rule if and only if  and        and       . 

Proof: Suppose               ,               ,                 and                . 

When             is a double-rule, by the Definition 5(1),         and        obviously 

holds. 

When  and        and       , since        and       , we have 

    and    . There must exists                        and             
           such that        . According to Definition 5(1),             is a double-rule 

of              . 

Theorem 3: Let              be consistent based on object-induced three-way concept lattice.       

      is a non-redundant double-rule if and only if  and         and         

Proof: The proof of the conclusion is omitted because the method is similar to Theorem 2. 

Main Ideas 

We consider only the non-redundant double-rule extraction based on object-induced three-way concept 

lattice in decision formal context. Because positive-rule and negative-rule can be seen as decision rule in 

the general sense. Hence, the extraction of positive-rule and negative-rule can be obtained by some 

existing algorithms. For example, the reader can please refer to He et al., (2009). In this paper, we only 

introduce the idea of extracting non-redundant double-rule. 

Generate Double-Rule 

Input: decision formal context               

Output: the set    of non-redundant double-rule 

Step 1 initialize ; 

Step 2 generate the set     of non-redundant positive-rule; 

Step 3 generate the set     of non-redundant negative-rule; 

Step 4 for every         and         with  

                   ; 

Step 5 output . 

Example 2 

An example is used to illustrate the effectiveness of this idea. 

The decision formal context               with             and conditional attribute set   
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              and decision attribute set           is shown as Table 3.            and 

           are shown as Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively. 

 

Table 2: A Decision Formal Context               

 a b c d e f g h k 

1          

2          

3          

4          

 

  
Figure 1:            Figure 2:            
 

The sets of non-redundant positive-rule and negative-rule and the non-redundant double-rule are shown as 

Table 3. 

 

Table 3: Comparison of Three Rules (   ,   ,  ) 

           

fk   

deg 

abcefhk  

defgk 

dg    

abh 

abdegh  

abcfhk 

(f,d) (k,g)  

(f,ab) (k,h) 

(de,ab) (g,h)  

(abcef,d) (hk,g) 

  (f,abde) (k,gh)  

(def,ab) (gk,h)  

(de,abcf) (g,hk) 

 

Example 2 shows the relationship and difference of these rules. Therefore, we can quickly find the non-

redundant double-rule by the non-redundant positive-rule and negative-rule. 

Conclusion 

In this paper, we present an idea of extracting decision rule based on object-induced three-way concept 

lattice in decision formal context. Then, we answer the open problem in Liu et al., (2016). 
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